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Suzanne Scott 

Office: Johnson Center 240B 
Phone: 703-993-1819 

Email: sscott3@gmu.edu 
Office Hours: Thursdays 9am – 10:00 

And by appointment 
 
Commitment to Diversity  

New Century College, an intentionally inclusive community, promotes and maintains an equitable and just work 
and learning environment. We welcome and value individuals and their differences including race, economic 
status, gender expression and identity, sex, sexual orientation, ethnicity, national origin, first language, religion 
or irreligion, age and disability. We value our diverse student body and desire to increase the diversity of our 
faculty and staff. 

• We commit to supporting students, faculty and staff who have been the victims of bias and 
discrimination. 

• We promote continuous learning and improvement to create an environment that values diverse points 
of view and life experiences.  

• We believe that faculty, staff and students play a role in creating an environment that engages diverse 
points of view. 

• We believe that by fostering their willingness to hear and learn from a variety of sources and viewpoints, 
our students will gain competence in communication, critical thinking and global understanding, aware 
of their biases and how they affect their interactions with others and the world.  

What would the images and monuments of the past look like if they had 
been conceived by foreign cultures – if someone other than those being 
portrayed had usurped the privilege of self-characterization? What if the 
only artistic records of Native Americans had been produced by European 
colonists? What if the only depictions and hieroglyphic histories of ancient 
Egyptians had been produced by their long-time adversaries in Nubia? 
What if the Gauls – sworn enemies of Julius Caesar – had engineered the 
only visual or written chronicles of the Roman Empire? What if, for 
hundreds of years, virtually all known depictions of Africans in Western 
culture had been made by those who loathed them? What if, for most of the 
history of the world, images of women had been cast solely by men? . . . One 
need not resort to conjecture to envision the distortions that would surface 
in such imagery. . . . One need only look at the written, visual and historic 
records….”  

–Lisa E. Farrington  
Creating Their Own Image: The History of African-
American Women Artists   

Art of Resistance 
NCLC 475 002 
WMST 300 001 
4 credits, 1 EL credit 

 Spring 2013 
Thursdays 10:30-1:15  Enterprise 275 

Robinson B 203 
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Course Description 
This course provides an in-depth study of art communities that have traditionally been outside the mainstream 
of Euro-American art. We will focus on the ways that identity-based art-making both creates and resists notions 
of identity. We will examine the ways that Latino/a, African American, Feminist, and Queer artists appropriate 
the symbolic language of oppression and use it both as a response to marginalization and as part of a larger 
conversation within their own communities about visual language and social change. We will interrogate the 
work of artists, such as Betye Saar and Kara Walker, who have transformed the tools of Black oppression into 
empowering works of art. We will track feminist art beginning with “Woman House” through today's eco-
feminist art.  We will include the performance pieces of Coco Fusco and Guillermo Gomez-Pena in our study of 
Latina/o artists. Emphasis in this course will be on such contemporary forms as performance, new media, public 
installations, and guerrilla art. The experiential learning component includes site visits to galleries and museums 
in Washington, DC, and participation in the art events on the Mason campus events. 
 
In this course, we will work thematically with art from the 1960s to the art of the twenty-first century, 
examining the cultural history and social movements that spawned the resistance art of various distinct identity 
groups. We will learn about art that is subversive and about art that raises awareness of important issues of 
social justice. We will learn about art that embraces what others hate in order to create healing. We will explore 
various kinds of art that you may not recognize as art. From time to time, we will view objects of art that may 
make you uncomfortable or my offend you. Nothing in this course is intended to offend. We will be discussing 
these pieces as objects of study only. If your religion prohibits your viewing certain works of art (such as 
images of nudes or various religious imagery in art), please see me at the beginning of this course, and we will 
discuss alternatives for you. 
 
Required Texts 

• Lippard, Lucy.  Mixed Blessings 
• Variety of course texts posted to Blackboard 
 

Course Goals  
Students who actively engage with the written and visual texts and class discussions, will be able to 

• Demonstrate an understanding of the genres and media of contemporary art production 
• Articulate the complexities of contemporary art as a vehicle for social change 
• Demonstrate knowledge of the cultural history and social movements that generated subversive or 

protest art 
• Express clearly the role of art and art production for marginalized groups in working against stereotypes  
• Define and discuss various art forms, artists and their individual works 
• Achieve a heightened understanding of differences among artists, their world views, and the goals of 

their art 
• Demonstrate new ways to interrogate works of art and to generate better understanding of some of the 

big questions/injustices/myths artists often attempt to address. 
 
These goals will be achieved through 

• Creating self-portrait project, writing an explication, and producing a 3-minute class presentation. 
• Maintaining a course blog. 
• Working in groups to produce a presentation and to facilitate a class discussion.  
• Writing reflection papers about the museum and gallery visits and events.  
• Engaging in class discussions and completing in-class quizzes and writing assignments.  
• Writing a research paper. 
• Completing a take-home exam that requires synthesizing the course content. 
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This learning community stresses the following competencies: 

• Communication: written, verbal and visual 
• Critical thinking: analysis of written and visual texts 
• Group interaction: collaborative in-class work and classroom discussions 
• Aesthetic response: appreciation for and interpretation of art  

 
Course Requirements and Evaluation 
I expect careful reading of all assignments and consistent class attendance. My expectation is that you will be 
actively engaged in the learning process by completing the assignments on time. You must turn in all writing 
assignments at the beginning of the class period in person!  On course assignments, late papers will be marked 
down one letter grade for each day it is late. I will not accept work that is more than one week late without a 
valid written medical excuse or notice of a death in the family. I do allow a “life happens” rule: that is, you may 
turn in an assignment late (up to 3 calendar days) with no late penalty. Be sure to write “life happens” on the top 
of the paper. The life happens rule does not apply to the presentations or to any group work. The evaluation 
process will take place through written feedback, interaction in peer groups and conversations with me.  
 
Grades for the course will be determined from the following assignments. 

• Blogs     10% 
• Participation & in-class  
      writing assignments/quizzes   20%              
• Research paper   10% 
• Self-portrait project and presentation   5% 
• Group facilitation    10% 
• Final Group presentation  10% 
• Experiential learning    20%  

o EL DC paper 
o Mason events paper 

• Final exam     10% 
 

Grading Standards 
• A = Superior work that demonstrates a profound commitment to the assignment or to the course 

material, and that uses the material as a springboard for independent thought and work. 
• B = Very good work that completely fulfills all of the requirements of the assignment or of the course in 

a conscientious and dedicated manner and that demonstrates mastery of the course content. 
• C = Satisfactory work that fulfills all of the requirements of the assignment or of the course but that 

falls short of demonstrating rigor and mastery. 
• D = Unsatisfactory work 
• F = Fails to fulfill the requirements of the assignment or of the course 

 
Attendance and Prepared Participation  
Attendance is expected and active participation is essential for success in this course because most of what 
occurs in class cannot be replicated outside of the classroom. DVDs presented in class are usually NOT found 
in the library. I will take attendance at the beginning of each class period, and both absences and lateness will 
count against your final grade, as explained in the University catalogue. More than 2 absences will certainly 
reduce your final grade; two late arrivals or early departures will count as one absence. Please note that it 
is your responsibility to find out from a classmate (not from your professor) what happened during any class 
from which you were absent. Please also be aware that I do not grant permission to miss class or to leave class 
early. You may always choose to be here or not, but missed classes can never be made up. 
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Prepared participation means that you have read the works and that you come to class ready to participate in 
discussions and other class activities every class period. I expect respectful exchanges, even during heated 
disagreements, and enough self-awareness to keep you from monopolizing the discussion.  
 
Classroom Ethics and Etiquette 
I have a few guidelines for the way we conduct our work in this learning community that may be a bit different 
than some of your other courses.  
• I respectfully ask that you eat breakfast before you come to class. I do not allow any food in the classroom 

unless there is enough food for every person in the room to enjoy. You may bring beverages.  
 
• I place a high value on promptness. Please see my attendance and lateness guidelines above. I feel very 

strongly that there are very few excuses for late arrivals, and coming after class has started is rude and 
disruptive to me and to your classmates.  You know that parking is a serious problem. You know that traffic 
flow is unpredictable. You know that the line for coffee could be extremely long. So—figure all of those 
issues into your planning for class each week.  

 
• I like to see your textbooks and notebooks open on your desks during class. You cannot possibly do well in 

this class without taking notes on the DVDs we view in class and demonstrating (through notes, questions, 
etc. in your textbooks) that you are reading the texts each week.  

 
• I have an absolute ban on electronic communication including cell phones, PDAs, IPods, computers and 

any other equipment without express permission. You will not be permitted to use text messaging (even 
reading text messages), instant messaging, emailing, reading Facebook, or web surfing during class time. 
Please do not make me embarrass you, and please know that for every single time I SEE a cell phone, I 
will count you absent for the day and will deduct 5 points from your FINAL grade.  

 
• I am committed to responding to email messages promptly; therefore, if you email me and you have not heard 

back from me within 24 hours, please email me again (and don’t forget the “3” on the end of sscott in my 
address). Likewise, I expect you to check your email frequently for changes or additions throughout the 
semester. 

 
Assignments 
You will be working individually and in groups throughout the semester. These are the people you will be 
working with in the classroom, on your blogs, and on class discussion/facilitations and presentations. The 
groups have been pre-assigned:  
 

Group Assignments for Semester
Blogs 
 
1. Kara Walker Group (KW) 
2. Judy Chicago Group (JC) 
3. Coco Fusco Group (CF) 
4. Felix Gonzalez-Torres Group (FGT) 
5. Guillermo Gomez-Pena Group (GGP) 
6. Adrian Piper (AP) 
 
Each student is assigned to a group and is required to complete a blog post every week.  

• Set up: The first blog assignment is for you, as a group, to research the artist after whom your group is 
named. As a group, write a short (500-word) introduction to your blog about the artist. You may 
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collaborate any way you choose via Blackboard or in face-time meetings, skype; but it is imperative that 
the first blog post be a collaborative effort.  

• Weekly blogs: Each week, I will give the class a writing prompt based on the texts for that week. Every 
student is required to post a 300- to 500-word response. To ensure fairness, each week a different person 
from the group must be the first to respond. (This practice ensures that everyone at some point must take 
that risk.) If you are the second, third or fourth to post, you will have to guard against the me-too 
approach. You do not necessarily have to think of something new to write, but you will need to expand 
on what others have said.  

o Remember, your responses must be substantive and on time! Each blog post is worth 10 
points, and you will receive individual grades.  

 
Self-Portrait Project and Presentation 
For this first project on identity, I ask you to create a self-portrait with words. You may use paper, an electronic 
file, a video, an object, or a live-action performance piece to define yourself for the class. You will have 3 
minutes to present your self-portrait in the front of the class, and you will turn in only a “process paper” to me.  
The one-page paper should include the following: 

• Your name and date 
• The identity you are claiming at that particular time to present to the class. 
• How or why you chose that identity over the multiple other selves you could have chosen. 
• What the process of creating the self-portrait provided for you in terms of claiming an identity. 

 
Research Paper 
You should begin thinking about your research paper right away. Even though you will not have explored all 
artist possibilities, you will be able to begin thinking in terms of the themes of our class: Defining the 
Community, Visualizing Oppression, Constructing a History, and Claiming a Place. In the research paper, I will 
ask you to research one artist, placing her or him within one of the themes and providing evidence-based 
analysis of several of the artist’s works that places her/him into that thematic category.  

• Proposal, due February 14: Turn in a one-page proposal that includes the name of the artist you 
want to research, the theme you plan to use as a platform for the analysis, and a list of at least 
four sources you plan to use.  

• Research paper outline, due February 28: Turn in an outline that includes your proposed 
thesis statement and the main points you will make to prove your argument. Be sure to include 
the sources you will use as evidence in each phase of the outline.  

• Research paper, due April 4: Turn in a 9- to 12-page well-researched paper, double spaced, 12-
point font, 1-inch margins. Works cited page should be properly formatted in either APA or 
MLA style, but it must be consistent throughout. (Be sure to use in-text parenthetical citations as 
well as a works cited page.) 

I assume that you all know how to write a research paper, but if you need help, please make an 
appointment with the Writing Center. I will be happy to meet with you to talk about approaches to the 
content, your choice of artist, theme, etc., but this is not a research writing course. It is a upper-level 
undergraduate course, and the expectation is that you already know how to write a research paper. 

 
Embedded EL Requirements  
The fourth credit you earn for this course is an embedded experiential learning (EL) credit. The requirement for 
EL credits is approximately 45 contact hours for every one credit. Instead of making you log your EL hours, I 
have planned three field experiences, which will fulfill your requirements.  
 
Students will earn their experiential learning credits through a trip to DC to visit the Hirshorn Museum, the 
National Gallery of Art and the National Portrait Gallery, participation in art openings attendance at the 
“Getting Out” film and panel event on March 18, the Vision Series event on Art and Social Justice with 
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Chawky Frenn on February 4, and one other event of your choice at Mason or in the community.  For all EL 
experiences, I expect you to keep field notes. The EL field notes are simply rough notes that you take while you 
are at events and galleries. These notes should include the following information: 

• Description of exhibit, etc.  
• Connection to the course  
• Assessment of the activity/event 
• Ideas that emerged from the experience 

 
The Experiential Learning Papers 
As part of the experiential learning requirement for this course, I expect you to write two short reflection 
papers on your learning experiences for the EL requirements (DC museums and galleries, and Mason 
events). Using your field notes, you will discuss the overall value of your experiences and the kind of 
learning that took place through various activities. You do not need to write lengthy descriptions of the 
events; rather, you should write about what you learned and use examples from your experiences as 
evidence of that learning. Be sure to turn in your field notes with each paper.  

 
University Policies  
 
Honor Code, Plagiarism, Collaboration  
The integrity of the University community is affected by the individual choices made by each of us. This is 
especially true in New Century College. Mason has an Honor Code with clear guidelines regarding academic 
integrity. Three fundamental and rather simple principles to follow at all times are that: 

• all work submitted be your own 
• when using the work or ideas of others, including fellow students, give full credit through accurate 

citations;  
• if you are uncertain about the ground rules on a particular assignment, ask for clarification.  

No grade is important enough to justify academic misconduct. If you feel unusual pressure or anxiety about 
your grade in this or any other course, please talk with us or to a trusted friend or counselor to get your situation 
in perspective. The University provides a range of service to help with test anxiety, writing skills, study skills, 
and other related concerns.  

Some projects are designed to be undertaken individually. For these projects, you may discuss your ideas with 
others or ask for feedback; however, it is not appropriate to give your paper to someone else to revise. You are 
responsible for making certain that there is no question that the work you hand in is your own. If only your 
name appears on an assignment, your professor has the right to expect that you have done the work yourself, 
fully and independently.  

Using someone else's words or ideas without giving them credit is plagiarism, a very serious offense. It is very 
important to understand how to prevent committing plagiarism when using material from a source. If you wish 
to quote verbatim, you must use the exact words (including punctuation) just as it appears in the original and 
you must use quotation marks and page number(s) in your citation. If you want to paraphrase ideas from a 
source, that is, convey the author's ideas in your own words-you must still cite the source, using MLA or APA 
format. The re-use of papers, presentations, etc., from one course in another course is not appropriate. In every 
NCC course, faculty members expect that work that is submitted has been done only for that class.  
 
Academic Citizenship  
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I expect students to take responsibility for their own learning and their own learning environments. I expect you 
to come to class prepared to take part and even to facilitate class discussion and to support your assertions and 
theories with evidence from reading and research. 
Mason prides itself on having one of the most diverse student populations in the U.S. That makes this a rich 
environment for learning. It means, too, that we must continually be aware of the differences and avoid 
discriminatory remarks or practices based on ideas about race, religion, ethnicity, national origin, gender or 
sexual orientation. 
 
Electronic Etiquette 
Mason provides email and access to the Internet to support the educational mission of the university. Use of 
these facilities is defined as a privilege, which means that access can be denied in the case of inappropriate use 
(such as sending of chain letters, harassment of any kind, etc.). Sometimes the nature of electronic 
communication and the feeling of invisibility one may have when using email may encourage disrespectful 
behavior. If you say something rude or offensive, even unintentionally, your message will be preserved 
permanently in writing and can easily be forwarded to a much larger audience (including faculty and 
prospective employers). Electronic communication is more public than a conversation between friends in the 
hallway. Also, please remember the purpose of class list-serves and restrict their use to material appropriate to 
be shared in class. 

 
Students with Disabilities 
If you have a learning difference, please inform me at the beginning of the semester. You will need to contact 
the Disability Resource Center and supply me with a faculty contact sheet from that office explaining your 
learning difference so that I can adjust your course requirements accordingly. 

 
Writing Center 
Occasionally, I will refer students to the Writing Center, located in Enterprise on the ground floor. The services 
of the Writing Center are available by appointment, on-line and, occasionally, on a walk-in basis. I take these 
referrals very seriously; therefore, if I have referred you to the Writing Center, I expect a report from the 
Writing Center tutor on your progress. If you are in any way concerned about writing the research paper, please 
do not put off going to the Writing Center for help. They will help you! 
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Art of Resistance 

Day-by-Day Schedule 
Subject to Change 

Spring 2013 
Date Topic Reading/Viewing 

Assignment 
Due 

1/24 • Introductions 
• Syllabus & 

Expectations 
• Course outline 

• Naidus “Arts for Change” 
[BB] 

•  

1/31 • Prologue: 
Understanding 
Culture in History 

• Mixed Blessings: 
“Mapping” and “Naming” 

• Naidus “Subverting the 
Museum” [BB] 

• Blogs—Overview of 
group name 
 

2/7 • Defining the 
Community 

• Identities of the Self 

• Mixed Blessings: “Telling” • Blogs 
• Self-portrait projects 

2/14 • Defining the 
Community 

• Mixed Blessings: “Landing” • Blogs 
• Research paper 
proposals with list of 
sources 

2/21 • Visualizing 
Oppression 

• Mixed Blessings: “Mixing” • Blogs 
• KW Group  
facilitates  

2/28 • Visualizing 
Oppression 

• African American Art: 
“Twentieth-Century 
America: The Evolution of a 
Black Aesthetic” (BB) 

• CF Group facilitates 
• Research paper 
outlines 

3/7 • Visualizing 
Oppression 

• Hobson’s “Hottentot 
Venus” (BB) 

• Blogs  
• DC EL paper 
• JC Group facilitates 

3/14 • NO CLASS – SPRING BREAK 
3/21 • Constructing a 

History 
• Power of Feminist Art: Intro, 

pp 10-31 AND pp. 120-139 
[BB] 

• Blogs 
• FGT Group 
facilitates 

3/28 • Constructing a 
History 

• TBD • Blogs 
• GGP Group 
facilitates 

4/4 • Claiming a Place • Gloria Anzaldua's introduction 
to "Making Face, Making 
Soul" [BB] 

• Research papers 
•  

4/11 • Claiming a Place 
• Guest Speaker: Dr. 

Rachel Lewis 

• Munoz, “Performing 
Disidentity” [BB]  
 

• Blogs 
•  

4/18 • Turning Around • Mixed Blessings “Turning 
Around” 

 
 

• Blogs 
• AP Group 
facilitates 
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Art of Resistance 
Day-by-Day Schedule 

Subject to Change 
Spring 2013 

Date Topic Reading/Viewing 
Assignment 

Due 

 
4/25 • Review for final 

exam 
• No new reading assignment • Group Presentations: 

• KW, CF, JC 
• Final EL paper for 

groups FGT, GGP, 
AP 

5/2 • Putting it All 
Together 

• Final Exam Posted 
• Evaluations 

• No new reading assignment 
• Review guidelines for final 

exam 

• Group 
Presentations, FGT, 
GGP, AP 
• Final EL paper for 
groups KW, CF, JC 
 

5/10 • Final exam posted to BB by 10:30 a.m. 
 


